Ready for winter
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We can’t deny facts. We don’t stick our heads in the sand. We know what’s coming.
But we’re ready for it—and we aren’t only talking about boots or shovels or flu shots or ice melt
or warm sweaters or all the ingredients for a big pot of chili.
Next week, the annual Winter Fun Guide hits the street. Inside word is that the cover will have
a big snowflake and scenes of the winter activities that will be sweeping over Iron County in the
months to come.

If you aren’t going to flee the winter season, if you’re hearty enough to know how much fun the
season of white can be, you are going to want to grab a copy or two of the Winter Fun Guide.
Why not? They’re free, and they will be all over the area.
All of us at the Reporter and Shopper’s Guide have been working hard over the last month or
so, preparing articles and advertising for the big issue. It’s one of our biggest projects of the
year, and we are proud of the work we put into it.
Flip through the pages and you will see articles on many topics, the outdoor fun at places like
Ski Brule and the inside word on all the special events taking place while winter rules the area,
such as Holiday in Lights, Winterfest, the Christmas Tree Galleria.
Iron County is fun place for skiers and snowmobilers. But the big events spill over the county
and state lines, and we will also be telling you about the fun times at places like Land O’ Lakes,
Florence and Eagle River.
You will want to keep the issue around till spring, as a special reference for the advertisers,
who show you what they can do for you and what specials they offer.
We don’t stick our heads in the sand, and neither should you. Wintertime is a special time in
the Northwoods, and the annual Winter Fun Guide is an excellent resource for everybody.
It hits the streets next week, so watch for it. It’s one big snowflake that you will be happy to see.
--Peter Nocerini
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